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Abstract

This paper investigates the development of a natural language (NL) interface for mixed initiative dialogues within a constrained domain and demonstrates the applicability of the functional approach to NL system development. The system consists of two major components, a natural language subsystem comprises a general-purpose parser that interprets a ‘plug and play’ tagged BNF grammar (which may be ambiguous), to parse natural language input and extract semantic information. The knowledge-based subsystem uses the semantic tags extracted by the natural language subsystem to generate a focused query to select the most appropriate script for a guided dialogue with the user. The system was written entirely in a purely functional language, which resulted in a surprisingly small and simple program.
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1. Introduction

With the deregulation of the Internet and the development of ever more complex and sophisticated systems such as enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management systems, OLAP systems and operating systems it was inevitable that a parallel requirement for more sophisticated online user assistance systems would follow. To this end, academic investigators and commercial developers have drawn upon diverse research areas including natural language understanding (NLU), ergonomics, database systems, human factors and knowledge-based systems to make their systems more intuitive, user friendly and intelligent. Resulting in the emergence of new technologies and platforms in several areas:

- Email handling systems, e.g. Jeeves Answers (www.jeevesolutions.com), e-Dialogue’s Quick Reply (http://www.edialogue.com/) and ROI Direct.com’s Customer Response (http://www.tele-direct.com/), being deployed by organizations such as the US Congress and Office Depot that receive large volumes of email correspondence.
- Natural-language web site search technology, e.g. Phrase technology’s (www.iphrase.com), One-Step, utilized by Charles Schwab to enable its 75 million end users type simple natural language queries of its site.
- Call Center enhancement, e.g. InQuira (www.inquira.com) has developed a natural language (NL) interaction technology that helps simultaneously improve both the quality of the call center representatives’ responses to customer queries but also to decrease the time taken to reach the solution, avoiding the decision tree type of analysis that is usually performed.
- Computer-based training systems that utilize natural language interaction have been receiving increased attention [1] and products such as Wex Tech’s (http://www.wextech.com/kipr.htm) AnswerWorks ‘question answering engine’ are aimed at using natural language understanding to enhance web-based training.
- The use of NL queries of databases remains a difficult problem [2], however, researchers such as Owei, who developed a ‘conceptual query language-with-natural language (CQL/NL)’ [3] to assist in the filtering of natural language queries, have continued to develop solutions for subproblem categories.

All of these systems have at their core some form of computational natural language processing (NLP) system, an area that has a long history of investigation and research.
The most basic technique for analyzing natural language is that of keyword matching, of which Weizenbaum’s ELIZA [4,5] system is a well-known example. The major criticism of this type of NLP is that the dialogues generated tend to be very shallow and superficial, not allowing users to probe for solutions, involving, for example, inductive meta-knowledge. The second level of NLP techniques was inspired by Chomsky’s work on grammars [6] whose work has radically influenced NLP. The grammars being used to ‘parse’ or break down the structure of the sentence helping establish their meaning, as opposed to keyword matchers, which are based upon the expectation of keywords being present in the sentence presented to them and with very little meaning being extracted from the input. There have been many types of grammars used within NL research including ‘phrase structured grammars’ [7] transformational grammars [6], case grammars [8] and syntactic grammars [9] and as such parsing is a central construct upon which NLP is based. Through the use of these grammatical rules in conjunction with other knowledge sources, the function of words within an input stream can be determined and the relations between them used to extract some degree of meaning from the sentences. Building upon the work of these early systems, researchers have taken a variety of approaches to building computational NLP systems including Refs. [10–22]. For a significant and comprehensive bibliography of texts in computational NLU refer to Mark Kantrowitz’s ‘Bibliography of Research in Natural Language Generation’ [23], the survey from Varile and Zampolli [24] or the digital archive of research papers in computational linguistics at the University of Pennsylvania (http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~adwait/penntools.html).

This paper builds upon the previous research to present a new two-part computational NLP system based upon the use of an executable set of functional equations and through this notation demonstrates its applicability to the creation of knowledge-based online help systems. A prototype solution to the UNIX help assistant problem [13] is presented, this initiative being selected as a suitable domain through which the operational aspects of the approach could be tested as its solution space is formally defined, yet facilitates mixed initiative dialogues.

The natural language processing subsystem accepts as input a BNF description of the language. This approach has the advantage that the language module can be replaced or upgraded by any user who understands formal grammars without requiring any programming; it was largely abandoned in mainstream NLP research (partly) because of the ambiguous nature of natural languages. The approach taken here is to produce all possible parses of the input query. In the relatively restricted domain of help systems, input are not large: queries tend not to be multi-paragraph compositions, so although ambiguities may still produce more than one possible parse, the sometimes exponential explosion of possibilities is not a debilitating problem.

The BNF [25] accepted by the parser is extended with simple semantic tags that essentially say ‘if a successful parse comes through here, make a note of xxxx’. The output from the parser is not just a list of possible parse trees, but also a list of possible tag sets. Each tag set contains the semantic tags that were encountered in an ultimately successful parse of the input. For example, in the famous example ‘fruit flies like a banana’, the word ‘Flies’ can be either a verb or a noun. In the extended BNF, where ‘flies’ is listed as a possible verb, the tag ‘action-travel’ could be specified; where it is listed as a possible noun, the tag ‘actor-insect’ could appear. With a similar treatment for ‘fruit’, ‘like’, and ‘banana’, the parser would produce two possible tag sets:

(actor-insect, actor-enjoy, object-food)
(actor-food, action-travel, manner-food)

Of course, the difference between subjects and objects can be noted by the same means. Associating semantic tags with a position in a parse tree rather than a linear lexeme stream allows subtle but important distinctions of meaning to be discerned: ‘the broken printer is grey’ may deliver useful information, but is obviously not reporting a problem, but ‘the grey printer is broken’ requires a definite reaction, even though both have the same words used as the same parts of speech (pos). The disadvantage to this is that input can only be processed if it conforms exactly to the given grammar. The ability to handle ambiguity without any problems means that much more forgiving grammars can be used, and on-line help systems are more likely to be used by grammatically competent users, but the need for ‘correct’ input can not be completely ignored.

This simplified, linear representation of meaning would clearly not be sufficient for a full natural language understanding system, but in the restricted domain of on-line help systems with its much smaller expected inputs, it provides an appropriate level of detail for further analysis.

Given the list of possible tag sets it is often found that all of them are the same: ambiguities in parsing do not always reflect semantic ambiguities. When all the syntax has been discarded and the input reduced to a set of tags that represent it’s meaning there will often be no ambiguity left. The matching agent searches through a knowledge base of scripts and selects those whose indexes most closely match the tag sets. The knowledge base is stored as an association list connecting scripts to sets of semantic tags that must be matched as closely as possibly. This is another process that helps to resolve ambiguity: similar but not identical tag sets may select the same script. If more than one script is selected the user may be asked to clarify their meaning by selecting from the topic summaries associated with each script a simple ‘Did you mean A or B—type question’), upon which a dialogue is entered into. The process is shown in Fig. 1.

The script selection process is a variation of the approach advocated by Hobbs (1995) for the creation of generic
information extraction systems and extends of Plant’s work on knowledge-based help systems [12].

2. Language choice

A major issue to decide upon is how to represent the BNF syntax as a data structure. However, a pre-requisite factor on the nature and form of the data structure is the language with which the whole system is to be implemented. There is a wide choice of languages with which the implementation could be performed:

- Procedural (imperative) languages such as Pascal [26,27], C [28], Perl [29]
- Specialist languages for NLP such as LIFER [10].
- Assumptive Logic Programming [30],
- Object languages such as Visual Basic [31], Object-orientated Languages such as C++ [32], Java [33] and Smalltalk [34]
- Traditional artificial intelligence languages of Prolog [35,36] (Clive, 1998) and Lisp [37,38]. Both Practical Prolog and Common Lisp can be considered as imperative in nature as they utilize constructs that possess side effect characteristics. Practical uses of Prolog frequently utilize features like cuts, side-effects, and database manipulating predicates [39] and Common Lisp utilizes such features as set expressions and format expressions, where as ‘pure’ Lisp such as Lispkit [40] does not permit constructs with side effects and is considered a functional language.
- Modern Functional languages have built upon pure Lisp’s foundations and led to the development of languages such as Kent Recursive Calculator (Turner, 1982) Miranda [41], and Haskell [42].

The functional language AFL\(^1\) was chosen for many reasons; however the main advantage this class of language has over traditional procedural languages is that it effectively reduces the amount of work the programmer has to perform. It does this in two ways: first, by handling allocation of storage. The second, which is more important, is that the system assumes all responsibility for the evaluation order of the functions, removing the problems associated with structuring the program in order to obtain the desired sequence of evaluation.

The ‘lazy evaluation’ strategy (Turner, 1982) used in this class of language also has the advantage of greatly simplifying the parsing process. In order to perform the task of parsing ambiguous grammars, it is essential for the system undertaking the task, to use a form of lazy evaluation in order to search for all possible solutions. The logic based languages such as Prolog use the technique of backtracking to do this, however, this is not as easy to use as lazy evaluation. Implementation in AFL also saves the programmer from having to explicitly write any backtracking code.

The use of infinite (or more precisely, unbounded lazily constructed) data structures is also of significant advantage in that they are ideal for processing the input and output of a parsing program that can be regarded as infinite streams of information. This approach to input/output, by-passes the problem of explicit ‘reads’ and having to decide upon

\[^1\] AFL is a purely functional programming language, an extension of KRC developed by Stephen Murrell and Alessandro Warth. The system together with the programs described in this paper can be downloaded from http://rabbit.eng.miami.edu/afl/download/helper.html.
the sequencing of all events prior to processing, also by
programming in terms of infinite I/O streams this allows
program modules to be combined easily.

Pattern matching is a feature of functional programming
languages that is extremely useful in the domain of NLP.
These techniques allow complex conditions to be expressed
very simply, especially when the functions have many
arguments, reducing the need to use guards.

The functional approach also allows the use of higher
order functions and a recursive equation style of program-
ing. These powerful features combined with the use of set
expressions (Turner, 1982) allow for more readable, shorter
programs to be developed.

3. A functional specification of BNF

Having decided upon the BNF form of grammar and the
use of the functional language AFL with which to ultimately
implement the parser, the next stage was to devise a
representation of the BNF in AFL.

There are four components making up the BNF: (i)
Terminal symbols, e.g. words like ‘dog’, (ii) Non terminal
symbols, e.g. <noun> these being the name of structural
units and denoted by enclosure within angle-brackets, (iii)
The disjunction of two or more components, the ‘or’ being
represented by the ‘|’ symbol, and (iv) The conjunction of
two or more components with the ‘and’ being represented
by juxtaposition. We extend this with a fifth component
denoting a semantic tag.

For example,

\[ s \rightarrow s \rightarrow \text{noun} | \text{verb} \]

means \( s \) is either a \(<\text{noun}>\) or a \(<\text{verb}>,\)
whereas

\[ s \rightarrow s \rightarrow \text{noun} \rightarrow \text{verb} \]

means \( s \) must consist of a \(<\text{noun}>\) followed by a
<verb>.

It was decided to represent these components in terms of
lists and by defining some reserved words to be recognized
by the parser.

Translating BNF to AFL, terminal symbols remain in a
similar format; the word dog becomes the string “dog”.
Non-terminal symbols now become single element lists,
e.g. <noun> would become [“noun”]. The reserved
words ‘or’ and ‘seq’ were then introduced, allowing the
conjunction and disjunction of symbols. For example,

\[ \text{verb} \rightarrow \text{noun} \]

is represented as

[“or”, [“verb”], [“noun”]]

and the sequence

\[ \text{verb} \rightarrow \text{noun} \]

by

[“seq”, [“verb”], [“noun”]]

Semantic tags are introduced by the reserved word ‘tag’. For example:

[“tag”, [“seq”, [“verb”], [“noun”]], “imperative”]

means that [“seq”, [“verb”], [“noun”]] should
be parsed and a semantic tag added noting the fact that this
sentence is ‘imperative’.

Whole BNF descriptions are collections of named rules. In
AFL BNF is represented as a structured list, the first item
in each sublist is the name of the rule and the rest of each list
is the definition.

\[ s \rightarrow s \rightarrow \text{noun} \rightarrow \text{verb} \]

<verb> <noun>

would be represented by the definition:

bnf = [ [“s”, [“seq”, [“noun”]], “verb”]],

[“noun”, [“or”, “cat”, “dog”]]

Having devised a representation in which to express
these components we were are able to write equations for
any set of BNF definitions.

Thus, the BNF for a very simple subset of English, just
sufficient for these examples can be expressed in the
functional notation:
And the sentence ‘fruit flies like a banana’ can be expressed as a list of terminal symbols:

Sentence = ["fruit", "flies", "like", "a", "banana"]

Of course for the UNIX help domain the grammar is larger and more complex but follows the same pattern, it is included as Appendix B.

4. The parser

Having devised the BNF specification and its functional representation the next step was to develop a parser which would accept input in the form of a sentence in English and the BNF for the grammar, check to see if the sentence is legal according to the grammar, parse it and extract semantic information from it.

The utilization of a parser-based system allows the system to extract meaning from the interaction and not just attempt to match key words at random. It is important to note the advantages of this approach over the much simpler (Eliza-Like) keyword scanning or pattern directing systems. The word ‘file’ could represent the action of placing a document in a data store (‘file this under expenses’) or it could refer to a simple disk file object: two completely different meanings. In this system, actually parsing the input provides a context for each word—when ‘file’ is encountered, we know whether it is in a verb or a noun context, and can easily provide the appropriate specific semantic tag.

The following example illustrates the advantage of parser-based systems over pure pattern matching keyword-based systems. If a user new to the UNIX operating system needed for some reason to search a file for a pattern, then under keyword pattern matching this can cause some problems. Firstly, the user being a novice does not know the commands mnemonic name, so retrieval of the information is not available through that approach. Secondly, if the keyword ‘search’ was tried and no solution found, the next step for the user would, perhaps be, to search under ‘file,’ but this through the keyword lookup facility of UNIX ‘apropos file,’ produces five screens of possible commands associated with files. The only way to find the desired ‘grep’ command would be to divide and conquer the situation. Thus, extracting meaning from a piece of text is vital to efficient and effective problem solving.

The first stage in the creation of the parser involves allowing the user to input an English sentence in free form. The system then takes the input and translates it into a list of words.

Thus, the sentence input as:

fruit flies like a banana

becomes:

["fruit", "flies", "like", "a", "banana"]

Having achieved this, the next and most important stage was to devise the functions to parse the list of words. The most important function upon which the recursive nature of the parser is based is ‘match’.

Match is a function whose type ideally would be:

match: BNF \times \text{LIST(WORDS)} \rightarrow \text{PARSE_TREE}

It takes two arguments: A fragment of BNF and a list of words, which it then attempts to match together. In the ideal case the function having performed its matching operation would return a single parse tree. This however can only occur when the grammar produces nothing but unambiguous parses.

Due to the problem of ambiguous grammars the function Match has the type:

match: BNF \times \text{LIST(WORDS)} \rightarrow \text{P(PARSE_TREE \times \text{LIST(WORDS)})}

Meaning that the output from match is a set of pairs representing all valid parses. The first element of the pair being the parse tree and the second being the list of, as yet, unused words that remain after the function match done its job with to match the input list of words and BNF fragment. If the match does not succeed then an empty set results.

In the case of an unambiguous parse, match returns a set containing just one pair where the first element is the only valid parse and the second element is the remaining input. When the whole sentence is matched unambiguously again a set containing only one pair is returned, this being the whole parse tree and the remaining input which should be empty as all of the sentence has been parsed.

Thus,

(i) Failure results in the empty set \{\}
(ii) An unambiguous parse in \{<\text{the only possible parse}>, <\text{remaining input}>\}
(iii) An unambiguous parse of the whole sentence gives: \{<\text{the only possible parse tree}>, <\text{>}>\}

The function match has to be able to cope with any fragment of the BNF that it is given. This can be broken down into four major cases:

(i) Terminal symbols, e.g. ‘dog’
(ii) Non-terminal symbols, e.g. [“noun”]
(iii) A list of alternatives, e.g. [“or”, “alt 1”, “alt 2”, ..., “alt n”]
(iv) A sequence of parts, e.g. [“seq”, “part 1”, “part 2”, ..., “part n”]
When match encounters a terminal symbol it takes the symbol and the list of words and tries to match them. If the symbol matches (i.e. is equal to) the head of the list of words then this is a unique parse and the result will be a set containing one pair as in the description above. This pair consists of the symbol and the remainder of the list of input words. If the symbol does not match the empty set if returned indicating failure.

Hence, the equations of match that covers the terminal symbols are:

\[
\text{match word (word:inp)} = \left[\left[\text{word}, \text{inp}\right]\right]
\]

\[
\text{match word (other:inp)} = \left[\right]
\]

The case of non-terminal symbols can now be examined. If the match function receives as its first argument a non-terminal symbol then an attempt is made to expand it into the corresponding fragment of BNF. This being done through a function called 'lookup', which takes as its arguments the symbol that it is trying to expand and the whole of the BNF definitions; it then searches the left hand sides of the BNF productions for a match, if it is successful the expanded definition is returned, this expanded definition is given along with the original list of words to another call of match.

The equation that covers non-terminal symbols therefore is:

\[
\text{match [nts] inp} = \text{name (match (lookup nts bnf) inp) nts}
\]

For example when the root of the BNF; \(\langle s \rangle\), is given to match along with a list of words:

\[
\text{match ["s"] ["list", "of", "words"]}
\]

the lookup function would transform ["s"] into:

\[
["seq", ["noun"], ["verb"]]
\]

and the equation above would then call match again, this time with:

\[
\text{match ["seq", ["noun"], ["verb"] ["list", "of", "words"]}
\]

If the fragment of BNF to be matched against the list of words was composed of alternatives any of which could be matched then a separate case is needed. In this case, each of the alternatives is matched against the same list of words, each match resulting in a set of possible parses. For example, if the list of words to be matched was ["a", "b", "c"] and the BNF is defined by:

\[
[\"or", [\"seq", \"a\"], [\"seq", \"b\", \"c\"]],
[\"seq", [\"seq", \"a\"], \"b\"], \"c\"]],
[\"seq", \"c\", \"d\", \"e\"]]
\]

Then the resulting sets would be

\[
[\left[\left[\text{"a"}, \text{"b"}, \text{"c"}\right], \left[\right]\right]]
\]

\[
[\left[\left[\text{"a"}, \text{"b"}, \text{"c"}\right], \left[\right]\right]]
\]

\[
[\left[\right]]
\]

The union of which clearly gives all the valid parses for the whole construct:

\[
[\left[\left[\text{"a"}, \text{"b"}, \text{"c"}\right], \left[\right]\right]]
\]

So the union operation is simulated by appending all of the resulting sets together giving:

\[
[\left[\left[\text{"a"}, \text{"b"}, \text{"c"}\right], \left[\right]\right]], [\left[\text{"a"}, \text{"b"}, \text{"c"}\right], \left[\right]\right]]
\]

The append operation can result in the repetition of pairs within the list (as above); of course it would be possible to write a function to look for and remove repetitions, however this is unnecessary because the appearance of a parse more than once in the list does not cause concern as it is treated as another valid ambiguous parse.

The matching of alternatives is handled by the equations:

\[
\text{match ("or":prodlist) inp} = \text{matchor prodlist inp}
\]

\[
\text{matchor [\] inp} = [\]
\]

\[
\text{matchor (item:prodlist) inp} = \text{match item inp} + \text{match prodlist inp}
\]

If the fragment of BNF to be matched is a sequence, then match has to try to match this sequence with the list of words. The initial attempt is a match between the first part of the sequence and the first portion of the words in the list. If this match is successful then the parser will attempt to match the rest of the sequence with the rest of the words. In order for the rest of the sequence to be matched it is necessary to know which words remain unparsed. This is why successful matches return a remaining word list along with each parse tree. When a successful match for the rest of the sequence is found, the new parse tree and the previous one are combined to form a single tree. Match thus produces a new list of pairs and by doing this for all parts in the sequence, producing all possible parses for the whole sequence.

The functions that handle sequences being:

\[
\text{match ("seq":prodlist) inp} = \text{matchseq prodlist inp}
\]

\[
\text{matchseq [\] inp} = \left[[\left[\right], \text{inp}\right]]\right]
\]

\[
\text{matchseq (item:prodlist) inp} = \text{matchitem (match item inp) prodlist}
\]

\[
\text{matchseq’ (\{} prodlist = [\]
\]

\[
\text{matchseq’ ([tree,inp]:rest) prodlist =}
\]
combine tree (matchseq prodlist inp) ++
m matchseq’ rest prodlist

‘combine’ is the function that combines trees together. It takes the tree produced by a new application of match and appends it onto the end of the previous version of the tree, building a new tree from the two subtrees. ‘combine’ is defined by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{combine } t1 [] &= [] \\
\text{combine } t1 ([t2, i2]:	ext{rest}) &= [t1++ t2, i2]:\text{combine } t1 \text{ rest}
\end{align*}
\]

This covers the fundamental elements of BNF. There are other clauses to the definition of match, which cover the processing of semantic tags and the preservation of the syntactic structure, for details the reader is referred to Appendices A and B, which contain the complete parsing and processing program, and the grammar.

As it is currently implemented, the system has its entire vocabulary built into the grammar (for example, there is a production in the grammar saying \(<place>::=\text{africa}|\text{atlanta}|\text{canada}...\) , see Appendix B). For a complete system this would be most unsatisfactory, but it is not a difficult matter to make the system actively look up words in a database instead. In fact, the WordNet system [43] provides an ideal source for this information: it is an extensive list of English words and proper nouns, complete with semantic tags and other information, in a fairly easy to interface format.

In reality, the processing of the input is a little more complicated than suggested above. It would be very inconvenient to leave semantic tags in the parse tree, and require later stages of the program to scan for them. Instead, the parser keeps the tags separately, and creates lists of three items: parse tree, remaining input words, and tag set. Of these three items, only the tag set is ultimately useful. When parsing is complete, only the list of tag sets from successful parses is kept. Due to ambiguity in natural languages, there may be a number of different tag sets; they are all provided in a list, to the knowledge base processor.

5. The knowledge base processor

Having constructed the parser and a functional specification of the BNF grammar, the next stage was to make the system respond to the user queries with meaningful answers. This was achieved through the use of a knowledge base that used as its representational structure an association list.

The association list connects pre-constructed scripts and informative texts to patterns or templates for semantic tag lists. For example, a user wanting to know how to print a file may type ‘I want to print a file’, which would be reduced by the parser to the tag set \[\{“action”, “print”\}, \{“object”, “datafile”\}\]. Information about how to print files may have as its index in the association list \[\{“action”, “print”\}, \{“object”, “*”\}\], indicating that it would be a relevant response to a question about printing something. All of the possible tag sets are compared against all of the possible association list indexes, and a score is computed for closeness of match. The entry with the highest score is selected for presentation to the user as the answer. In a more sophisticated version, it would of course be possible to offer the user a ‘menu’ of the highest scoring entries to select from. The knowledge base appears in Appendix C.

This form of knowledge base provides a means of outputting textual answers to direct questions. An example of the kind of dialogue that can be achieved is:

```
this is the UNIX help system—how can I help you?
ctrl-D to exit, then:exit to leave AFL)
I want to print the budget
best score = 100: print-something...
If you want to print a file, the ‘lpr’
cal 2003 | lpr
```

Thus, it can be seen that even from this limited BNF grammar it is possible to answer a variety of query types ranging from questions on specific topics to general queries. However, it became apparent that another format of query that had to be catered for was the input of abbreviated queries. For example, one of the first things that people try when experimenting with a help system is to input the mnemonic of the command under investigation (this may be due to the lack of adequate help systems in the past [13]. Thus, interactions such as the following were developed:

```
this is the UNIX help system—how can I help you?
ctrl-D to exit, then:exit to leave AFL)
cal
best score = 100: cal-command...
The cal command produces a calendar for any given month or year. It takes as parameters: (optionally) the month [1–12], followed by the year [all digits]. It can also work out the date of Easter.
```
A one-sided dialogue of this type could produce responses no better than the existing Unix help systems; one word of input does not provide enough information for anything better. An improvement on this basis, is the provision of a ‘mixed initiative’ dialogue capability to provide the user with a more stimulating interaction, allowing far more probing questions to be asked and more meaningful answers given.

6. Towards a mixed initiative dialogue

In order to build a mixed initiative framework it was necessary to extend the knowledge base. However, it was felt that the specialized knowledge required for a dialogue should be separated from the general information and facts stored in the knowledge base [44].

One of the underlying aims of developing this functional online help system was to utilize the functional programming systems formality. This powerful aspect of the language was beneficial in several ways, for example the heterogeneous set of system components could be integrated together, and the knowledge base could be modularized in a fashion that was felt to be better from the perspective of both verification and validation [45].

Utilizing this factor, it was decided that the use of script based processing would be an applicable technique to employ. The original concept behind scripts was that they specify the normal or default sequence of events; as well as exceptions and possible errors, associated with a particular situation.

Recent research, developed from this area has focused upon the idea of ‘Information Extraction,’ (IE) which has been defined as ‘a process aiming at combining, within a priori defined structures, data extracted out of texts. The result of the combinations may correspond to information contained either implicitly or explicitly in texts’ [46]. The interesting aspect of IE versus traditional ‘Information Retrieval’ (IR) is that within IE the focus is upon the ‘structure of texts’ [47] rather than the IR perspective where ‘texts are just bags of words’ [47]. The ability to extract information is based upon the structures used within texts, more specifically template structures. The methodology in this paper builds upon and modifies Hobbs [48] generic IE System parameters as this research develops an online help system through a functional equations style of programming and uses the dialogue to develop the scripting technique rather than extracting data from other data sources, although this is a possible future extension to the project.

In our prototypes’ domain, the UNIX operating system, users frequently have problems memorizing the parameters associated with a given command. Thus, this was felt to be a suitable area with which to experiment with the use of knowledge-based scripting. The parser again needed to be modified in order to enable the most appropriate script selection to be performed. The selection process take into account the current situation and context upon which the query is based. In order to decide which script is the most appropriate the information list produced by the parser is utilized. The script control system matching the information list with the association list. If the attempt is successful the control of the dialogue is passed on to the script. However, if no existing script is appropriate for that query the system prompts the user for the next query.

The structure content and use of a script is best explained through the use of an example:

If a user were to ask the question:

\[\textbf{how can I see a calendar?}\]

Based on the semantic tags, the system selects two objects: a non-interactive knowledge based article (perhaps just a ‘man page’) for display as the primary response, and an interactive script that the user may then elect to run through.

The system includes a scripting language so that users unfamiliar with programming can easily set up scripts to explain any situation. We do not expand upon the exact details of the scripting language here, the beginning of the script for the lpr command is shown below, and the whole interpreter with two complete scripts can be seen in Appendices D and E.

```plaintext
lprscript = -( \n ("start", \n  "Would you like to run through a use of the 'lpr' command? ", \n  "readstr", @ans, \n  "if", @ ans="no" || ans="n" @, "end", "else", "goto", "where" ], \n  ["where", \n  "Which printer do you want the file to appear on:\n", \n  [1] The fast laser printer in the seeing room,\n", \n  [2] The colour laser printer by the ironing board,\n", \n  [3] The old dot-matrix in Bunty's room,\n", \n  [4] The slow laser printer in the dolphi\n", \n  enter printer choice [1-4]: ", \n  "readnum", @which, \n  "if", @ which=1 @, "set", @printer, "-Flp ", "goto", "email", "else", \n  "if", @ which=2 @, "set", @printer, "-Fcol ", "goto", "email", "else", \n  "if", @ which=3 @, "set", @printer, "-Fprint ", "goto", "email", "else", \n  "if", @ which=4 @, "set", @printer, "-Fpo\n", "goto", "email", "else", \n  "you have to answer 1, 2, 3, or 4\n", \n```

The use of scripts provides a means by which users can do more than just access a help system that gives them textual information in a standard form leaving the user to decipher its often-cryptic content. Its intention is to animate the manual and for the system to act as an advisor rather than a reference. This is illustrated through the following example, where the system guides the user through the intricacies of the sort command:

from this simple example we can see the potential of the scripting system to provide a very useful extension to the knowledge-based component, filling the gap between the standard help facility and the human ‘help desk’ advisor. The utilization of a scripting template approach follows from the premise that they ‘provide a method for organizing large amounts of knowledge needed to perform cognitive tasks’ [49]. The functional approach to the construction of the system presents several advantages that were described at the outset of the paper, including: Brevity, clarity, polymorphism, lazy evaluation, encapsulated abstraction and memory management (http://www.haskell.org/) [57] which facilitate the scalability of the approach and the ability of functional language be embedded in script slots, facilitates the potential extension of this feature to provide ‘active scripts’ that fire dynamic functions as required. The functional style of programming is an active research area and issues surrounding the run time performance of compiled functional programming systems have been under investigation [50,51] as have graphical user interface run time environments that significantly aid system development [22].

7. Future work

Research in this area can be extended in both the development of the theory of NLP and in the development of functional programming as applied to the area of NLP. The two areas could be extended along the lines suggested by Hobbs (1995) and allow for the automatic generation of the functional equations of specified grammars, together with the automatic generation of scripts and templates from databanks as suggested in the emerging area of information extraction [47]. Adaptive systems that learn the behavior of their user group would also be an area for study.

Developing functional programming systems to meet these challenges will benefit from the research in compiled functional programming as well as benefit from the utilization of a graphical interface facility within a functional programming environment as developed by Addis [22].

Appendix A. Parser and controlling program

The material of the appendices, together with the software required to run the system under unix, can be downloaded from http://rabbit.eng.miami.edu/afl/download/helper.html
```
# match production rule input bnf note -> list of [tree, remaining-input, tag-set]
match [] inp info note => [[[], [], inp, info]]
match ["none"] inp info note => [[[], [], inp, info]]
match patc [] info note => []
match [nts] inp info note => name (match (lookup nts bnf []) inp info note) nts
match ["or": prod] inp info note => match prod inp info note
match ["seq": prod] inp info note => matchseq prod inp info note
match ["tag", prod, tag] inp info note => matchtag prod tag inp info note
match ["note", prod, nn] inp info note => match prod inp info nn
match ["irrelevant", prod] inp info note => match prod inp info 0
match ["copy", prod, pp] inp info note => match prod inp info note
match pword (aword:inp) info note = [[``"word", pword``], inp, info] *> pword-aword | []

# matcher: deals with choices for match
matcher [] inp info note => []
matcher (prod:prod) inp info note => match prod inp info note ++ matcher prod1 inp info note

# matchopt: deals with optional things
matchopt prod inp info note => match prod inp info note ++ [[[], [], inp, info]]

# matchtag: deals with tags for match
matchtag prod tag inp info 0 => [] *> match prod inp info []
matchtag prod tag inp info [] => [] *> match prod inp ()
matchtag prod tag inp info [] => [] *> match prod inp ((tag):info) []

# matcheseq and combine: deals with sequences for match
matchseq [] inp info note => [[], [], inp, info]]
matchseq (prod:prod) inp info note => matcheseq prod inp info note
matcheseq (tree, inp, info):rest prod1 note => combine tree (matcheseq prod1 inp info note) \ ++ matcheseq rest prod1 note

combine tl => []
combine tl [] t2, i2, info):rest => [tl ++ t2, i2, info]: combine tl rest

# parse: input-word-list -> list of [tree, tag-set]
parse pos x => clean (match pos x [] [])

:load grammar

heading = ["
\nthis is the UNIX help system - how can I help you?\n"
"<Ctrl-D to exit, then <exit to leave AFL economist>\n"
]

# searchkb takes tagset list, finds [score, kbbase, script] with best score for any one tagset
searchkb tagsetlist = findBest tagsetlist 0 []
findBest [] bs bsf = bsf
findBest (tagset:rest) bs bsf = (findBest rest (ns<ns<bsc>bse>bsc: (new<new<bsc>bse>bsc) \ where { nsc = car news }) \ where { news = findBest2 tagset kbase 0 [] })

# findBest2: takes single tagset and finds [score, kbbase, script] with best score
findBest2 tagset bs bse = bse
findBest2 tagset (act:rest) bs bse = findBest2 tagset rest (ns<ns<bsc>bse>bsc (res<new<bsc>bse>bsf) \ where { nsc = score tagset act })

# score and appear: calculate score for a patternlist against an actual taglist
score [] actl = 0
score (pat:1) actl = (score2 pat actl) + (score 1 actl)

score2 pat [] = 0
score2 pat (act:i) = (score2 pat 1) + (onescore pat act)

# onescore pattern tag: score for how well one tag matches a pattern
onescore [x,y] [x,y] = 100
onescore [x] [x] = 100
onescore [***,y] [x,y] = 50
onescore [***,y] [x,y] = 20
onescore [x,y] [x,z] = 75
onescore pat act = 0

# showscores takes list of tagsets and shows all possible scores for kbbase items
showscores [] = []
showscores (tagset:rest) = "Scores for ": show tagset : "\n" : showscores1 tagset kbase : showscores rest
showscores1 tagset [] = []
showscores1 tagset (kkey:bitem):krest = showscores2 (score kkey tagset) kbitset : showscores1 tagset krest
showscores2 scr (name:rest) = " *" : scr : ": " : name : "\n"

# advise listof(tagset) and listof(listof words)
# if no tagsets, admit you don't know
# take best match for tagset and explain it
# searchkb returns pair: kb-text-entry and script-function
advise listof restofinput = "?n": explain (searchkb tagset) restofinput

# explain tagset and listof(listof words)
# say what the knowledge base contains (non-interactive)
# then follow the script (interactive)
```
Appendix B. Grammar

def == \[
["articly", "or", ["article"], ["posesiv"],["demonst"]], \n["article", "or", "the", "a", "an", "some"], \n["testone", ["seq", ["article"],["adjectiv"]], \n["demonst", ["or", "this", "that", "these", "those"], \n["nompron", ["or", ["tag", ["or", "i", "you", "he", "she", "we", "they"], ["person"], ["it"]], \n["posesiv", ["or", ["tag", ["or", "me", "you", "him", "her", "us", "them"], ["person"], ["it"]], \n["someone", "anyone", "noones", "somenoneys", "sobodys", "anybodys", "nobodyys"], \n["simsup", ["or", ["nompron"],["noungrp"]], \n["subject", ["or", ["seq", ["descrip"],["simsup"]], \n["person"], \n["place"]], \n["sobj", ["or", ["nounpron"],["noungrp"]], \n["subject", ["or", ["seq", ["descrip"],["simsup"]], \n["person"], \n["place"]], \n["seq", ["opt", ["articly"],["method"]]], \n]
Appendix C. Knowledge base

```plaintext
# entries in kbase list are lists of 2 to 4 items:
# item 1: tag-set to be matched
# item 2: (string) quick-reference name
# item 3: (optional, list of strings) knowledge base article
# item 4: (optional, string) name of script in scripts list

kbase = [
    [["action", "print"], ["object", "datafile"], ["print-a-file"], ["iprscript"],
     ["action", "delete"], ["object", "datafile"], ["delete-file"],
     ["action", "delete"], ["object", "person"], ["commit-murder"],
     ["action", "delete"], ["object", "insect"], ["squish-bug"],
     ["action", "view"], ["object", "calendar"], ["view-calendar"], ["calscript"],
     ["action", "view"], ["object", "person"], ["visit-person"],
    ]
]
Appendix D. Scripting language

eval assl [op, a, b] == (function op) (eval assl a) (eval assl b)
eval assl [op, a] == (function op) (eval assl a)
eval assl a == eval assl a

eval assl a == a | isnum a | isstring a |
   lookup assl a | isname a | "NULL"

obeyscript name slist in == ( "No script called " : name : "\n": startagain in \n  |
   script[] in ] \n   where [ script == findpair name slist ]

obey ("goto":x:rest) s al in co == 
   ( "Undefined label " : x : " in script " : (car s) : "\n": startagain in \n   |
   find[] in ] \n   where [ find == findpair x (cadr s) ]

obey ("gosub":x:rest) s al in co == 
   ( "Undefined label " : x : " in script " : (car s) : "\n": startagain in \n   |
   find[] in ] \n   where [ find == findpair x (cadr s) ]

obey ("follow":x:rest) s al in co == 
   ( "Undefined script " : x : " called from script " : (car s) : "\n": startagain in \n   |
   newscript[] in ] \n   where [ newscript == findpair x scripts ]

obey ("end":rest) s al in co == obeyend s al in co

obey ("return":rest) s al in co == obeyend s al in co

obey ("halt":rest) s al in co == []

obey ("say":x:rest) s al in co == 
   ( x | isstring x | eval al x ) : obey rest s al in co

obey ("readline":x:rest) s al (inlin) co == obey rest s (|x, inlin|)al in co

obey ("read":x:rest) s al (inlin2) : inlin co == obey rest s (|x, inlin2|al) in co

obey ("read":x:rest) s al (inlin2) : inlin co == obey rest s (|x, numval inlin|)al in co

obey ("readnum":x:rest) s al | inlin co == "\nInput Terminated\n": startagain in co

obey ("set":|a,b,rest| s al in co == obey rest s (a,eval al b)al in co

obey ("if":|x,rest| s al in co == ( obey rest s al in co ) < eval al x )

obeyelse | rest | s al in co == obeyend s al in co

obey ("else":rest) s al in co == obeyend s al in co

obey ("else":rest) s al in co == obey rest s al in co

obey ("set":|x,rest| s al in co == obeyelse rest s al in co

obeyelse | s al in co == obeyend s al in co

scripts == (["ipscript", "ipscript"], ["calscript", "calscript"])

Appendix E. Sample scripts

lprefix = []

"["start",""
"Would you like to run through a use of the 'lpr' command? ", 
"readstr", @ans, 
"if", @ans="no" || ans="n" @_, "end", "else", "goto", "where" ], 
"["where", 
"Which printer do you want the file to appear on:\n", 
"(1) The fast laser printer in the sewing room,\n", 
"(2) The colour laser printer by the ironing board,\n", 
"(3) The old dot-matrix in Sunny's room,\n", 
"(4) The slow laser printer in the dolphinarium.\n", 
"enter printer choice (1-4): " , 
"readnum", @which, 
"if", @which=2 @_, "set", @printer, "-Plp ", "goto", "email", "else", 
"if", @which=3 @_, "set", @printer, "-Pclr ", "goto", "email", 
"if", @which=4 @_, "set", @printer, "-Porpouze ", "goto", "email", "else", 
"you have to answer 1, 2, 3, or 4\n", 
"goto", "where" ], 
"["email", 
"Would you like to be notified by email when the printing is done? ", 
"readstr", @yorn, 
"if", @yorn="y" || yorn="yes" @_, "set", @email, 
"-m ", "goto", "delete", "else", 
"if", @yorn="n" || yorn="no" @_, "set", @email, "", "goto", "delete", "else", 
"you have to answer 'y', 'yes', 'N', or 'no'\n", 
"goto", "email" ], 
"["delete", 
"Is the file a temporary one you want deleted after printing? ", 
"readstr", @yorn, 
"if", @yorn="y" || yorn="yes" @_, "set", @del, 
"-c -s ", "goto", "last", "else", 
"if", @yorn="n" || yorn="no" @_, "set", @del, "", "goto", "last", "else", 
"you have to answer 'y', 'yes', 'N', or 'no'\n", 
"goto", "delete" ], 
"["last", 
"What is the name of the file you want to print? ", 
"readstr", @fname, 
"then, to follow progress, use 'lpq' @, @printer, 
"'\n"]

calcshe = []

"["start", 
"Would you like to run through a use of the 'cal' command? ", 
"readstr", @ans, 
"if", @ans="no" || ans="n" @_, "end", "else", "goto", "askyomn" ], 
"[askyomn", 
"Do you want a calendar for a whole year (Y) or just a month (M)\n", 
"or do you just want to be told when easter is (E)\n", 
"enter 'Y', 'N', or 'E': " , 
"readstr", @ans, 
"if", @ans="Y" @_, "goto", "wholeyear", "else", 
"if", @ans="N" @_, "goto", "onemonth", "else", 
"if", @ans="E" @_, "goto", "otheryear", "else", 
"you have to answer either 'this' or 'other'\n", 
"goto", "askyomn" ], 
"[wholeyear", 
"Would it be for this year or some other year? ('this' or 'other'): ", 
"readstr", @ans, 
"if", @ans="this" @_, "goto", "thisyear", "else", 
"if", @ans="other" @_, "goto", "otheryear", "else", 
"you have to answer either 'this' or 'other'\n", 
"goto", "wholeyear" ], 
"[thisyear", 
"The command to type is 'cal -y'\n", "end" ], 
"[otheryear", 
"gosub", "getyear", 
"Into get a calendar for ", @year, 
"the command is 'cal ', @year, 
"'\n", "end" ], 
"[easter", 
"Calculating Easter ", 
"gosub", "getyear", 
"Into find Easter ", @year, 
"the command is 'n cal -e ', @year, 
"'\n", "end" ], 
"[onemonth", 
"g0sub", "getyear", 
"g0sub", "getmonth", 
"The command to type is 'cal ', @month, 
"@year, "'\n", "end" ], 
"[getyear", 
"Which year do you want to know about? ", 
"
References


